Abstract Attention selects objects as well as locations. When attention selects an object's features, observers identify two features from a single object more accurately than two features from two different objects (object-based effect of attention; e.g., Duncan, Journal of Experimental Psychology: General, 113, 501-517, 1984). Several studies have demonstrated that object-based attention can operate at a late visual processing stage that is independent of objects' spatial information (Awh, Dhaliwal, Christensen, & Matsukura,
Introduction
Because the visual system cannot process all the incoming inputs in the world, visual attention enables us to select and process inputs relevant to our goals while ignoring irrelevant inputs. Research has shown that visual objects control attention (e.g., Duncan, 1984; Egly, Driver, & Rafal, 1994; Matsukura & Vecera, 2009; Vecera, 1994; Vecera & Farah, 1994) . More than a quarter century ago, Duncan (1984) reported that observers can identify two attributes of a single object more accurately than two attributes of two different objects. In Duncan's (1984) feature-report task, observers were presented with two superimposed objects, a box and a line (Fig. 1a) . Each object possessed two properties that observers could report. At the beginning of each block, observers were told which two attributes of the objects to report (i.e., observers were given advance knowledge of tobe-reported features). Observers were more accurate at reporting two target attributes from one object (the sameobject condition) rather than from two different objects (the different-objects condition). Duncan's (1984) finding suggests that attention selects an object and multiple features that belong to that single object with little or no cost.
Following Duncan's (1984) results, Vecera and Farah (1994) suggested that there were two possible forms of object-based selection. Objects could be selected from a relatively early grouped-array representation, which allows locations to be selected by spatial attention (Vecera, 1994; Vecera & Farah, 1994) . In a grouped array, objects are represented as a collection of features (e.g., edges) that perceptually group together based on gestalt principles such as proximity, connectedness, and good continuation. In this grouped-array selection, the object-based effect of attention arises because locations within an object are strongly grouped together, while locations between objects are weakly grouped (e.g., Egly et al., 1994; Vecera, 1994) . Objects could also be selected from a relatively late selection stage, which represents the shape of an object and combines the features of that object, not the location occupied by that object. Selection from such an object-centered representation is independent of that object's spatial information, consistent with the idea of translation invariance from the object recognition literature (e.g., Biederman, 1987; Biederman & Gerhardstein, 1993 , 1995 Marr, 1982) . Thus, selection from this type of representation has been called spatially-invariant object-based attention (Vecera, 1997; Vecera & Farah, 1994 ; but see Kramer, Weber, & Watson, 1997) .
The current experiments investigate the nature of this late, spatially-invariant object-based selection. We ask if observers' top-down expectancy (i.e., advance knowledge of to-bereported features) is required for object-based selection or if the bottom-up perceptual inputs alone are sufficient to establish object representations. There are relevant findings in the literature. For example, Awh, Dhaliwal, Christensen, and Matsukura (2001) demonstrated that spatially-invariant selection could operate in the absence of advance knowledge of to-be-reported features. As depicted in Fig. 1b , Awh et al. (2001) presented a red line and a blue line separately on both sides of the fixation. The observers' task was a variant of Duncan's (1984) feature-report task: observers were asked to discriminate two features of these lines, gap and texture. A gap was located either on the top or the bottom of the line. Texture indicated whether the line was composed of either dots or dashes. In Experiment 1, observers were told two tobe-reported features of colored lines at the beginning of each block (e.g., "Report gap of the red line first, and then texture of the blue line."). In Experiment 2, while keeping the stimuli and task of Experiment 1 constant, the cuing information of to-be-reported features was withheld until after two lines were presented and masked. Both experiments replicated the key results of Duncan (1984) : Observers reported two features that belonged to a single line more accurately than each feature of each line.
When observers are asked to identify to-be-reported features after objects are presented and masked as in Awh et al. (2001) , attentional selection must occur from a relatively late representation, such as visual short-term memory (VSTM; see Matsukura & Vecera, 2009) . For this reason, Awh et al.'s finding offers some of the strongest evidence to support the existence of spatially-invariant selection of object-based attention to date.
At a first glance, Awh et al. (2001) study appears to suggest that observers were able to quickly select objects without advance knowledge of to-be-reported features, suggesting that bottom-up perceptual inputs were sufficient to form object representations that attention selects. However, one overlooked aspect of Awh et al.'s (2001) procedure is that the to-be-reported object type (the sameobject condition vs the different-objects condition) in Experiment 2 was blocked, while the observers were not explicitly told about this blocked design. In other words, observers reported two attributes from a particular object type (i.e., either from the same object or two different objects) for 32 consecutive trials, despite specific to-bereported features and stimuli for every trial. When trials were implicitly blocked such as this, another type of advance knowledge might influence object-based attention. Specifically, attentional selection on the previous Fig. 1 a Event sequence for a typical feature-report trial (Duncan, 1984) . b Event sequence for a variant of the feature-report trial used in Awh et al. (2001) . Stimuli are not to scale. For this and all subsequent figures, different shades of gray are used to represent different colors trial might affect selection on the current trial. For example, the scale of attention on the current trial can be configured based on the preceding trial (Theeuwes, Kramer, & Belopolsky, 2004) . In the same-object blocks, attention might be set to a narrower focus than in the differentobjects blocks. This difference in the attention scale might have produced higher accuracy in the same-object condition than in the different-objects condition, even though specific to-be-reported features vary from trial to trial.
The goal of the current experiments was to examine the nature of spatially-invariant object-based selection under the condition of maximal uncertainty; that is, the condition that neither object type (the same-object condition vs the different-objects condition) nor the order of reporting two features is known before the target objects are presented. If the object-based effect of attention is observed under such maximal uncertainty, then it suggests that attention selects objects irrespective of an observer's top-down goal setting. In contrast, if the object-based effect is eliminated under the maximal uncertainty condition, then it suggests that objectbased selection may be closely linked to an observer's attentional set.
Using Duncan's (1984) feature-report task, observers identified two features either from a single object or from two different objects, while to-be-reported features were withheld until after objects were presented and masked. Critically, the same-object and different-objects trials were randomly intermixed in order to prevent observers from predicting a pair of to-be-reported features of a upcoming trial based on preceding trials and from setting a particular attention scale based on preceding trials within the same block.
To preview our results, we found that the object-based effect of attention was abolished in the maximally uncertain condition (Part I). Next, in the second sets of experiments (Part II), we searched for a critical factor that drove attention to select objects in the absence of observers' foreknowledge of to-be-reported features, as demonstrated in Awh et al. (2001) . Our results suggest that object-based selection can operate in the face of uncertainty when these objects are highly discriminable and perceptually distinct from each other.
Part I: Effects of advance knowledge

Experiment 1
To examine whether attention selects objects purely from a spatially-invariant representation, we simply randomized pairs of to-be-reported features while withholding the cuing information of two to-be-reported features until after the objects were masked. Complete randomization of trial types prevented observers from predicting a pair of to-be-reported features for an upcoming trial and from setting a specific attentional scale within a particular object-type block. In structured trials (Experiment 1), the two to-be-reported features were blocked (unknown to the observers) and observers did not know what features to report until after the objects were presented and masked. This structuredtrials design allowed us to replicate Awh et al.'s findings with our stimuli (Duncan, 1984) and procedure. In mixed trials (Experiment 2), the two to-be-reported features were randomly selected and observers did not know what features to report until after the objects were presented and masked.
For both structured and mixed trials, observers were asked to report features from a single object (the sameobject condition) on half of the trials and features from two different objects on the other half of the trials (the differentobjects condition). The object-based effect of attention was defined as higher accuracy of the same-object trials than that of the different-objects trials.
Method
Participants Observers were 16 University of Iowa undergraduate students who received partial course credit for their involvement (age 18-30); all reported having normal or corrected-to-normal vision. None of these observers participated in any of the other experiments.
Stimuli Stimuli were similar to those used by Duncan (1984) , shown in Fig. 2a . Stimuli consisted of two objects, a box and a line. These stimuli were viewed from a distance of 60 cm and presented on a 17-inch color monitor with a black background. Each object had two dimensions. The box was either short or tall and had a gap either on the left or right. The line was either dotted or dashed and tilted either to the left or right. These two objects were superimposed. The width of each box was 0.67°of visual angle. The height was 1.14°for the tall box and 0.86°for the short box. The box's gap was centered on either the left or the right of the box. Six pixels (0.20°) were removed from the side of the box to create this gap. The length of each line was 1.53°and was tilted 8°clockwise (rightward) or counterclockwise (leftward) from the vertical position. The line was also either dotted or dashed; both a dot and a dash contained 4 pixels but their configuration differed. A dot was 2 pixels in width and 2 pixels in height whereas a dash was 1 pixel in width and 4 pixels in height. The pattern mask was 2.1°in width and 1.62°in height.
Procedure Each trial began with an observer beginning an articulatory suppression task, in which the observer was required to repeat either "A, B, C, D" or "1, 2, 3, 4" aloud through the duration of the trial. This task effectively discourages verbal recoding of visual information (Baddeley, 1986; Besner, Davies, & Daniels, 1981; Murray, 1968) . Observers were instructed to speak at a rate of 3-4 digits or letters per second, and the experimenter continuously monitored the observers to ensure adequate performance.
1
The observers' task was to discriminate two features of two objects. Each trial display began with a fixation cross that was presented for 1,000 ms. A box and a line appeared for 100 ms and were replaced by the patterned mask. The mask remained on the screen for 200 ms. The mask was replaced by the first feature-report question, for example, "Left Gap or Right Gap?" The observers made an unspeeded manual response to indicate whether the gap was located on the left or right side of the box using the keyboard. After reporting the first feature, the second feature-report question appeared. After reporting the second feature in the same manner with the first feature, the fixation cross appeared for the next trial.
Each observer participated in a single experimental session. Although the observers were not explicitly told about the trial structure, the trials were blocked by pairs of to-be-reported features, and each observer reported all possible pairings in all possible orders. Thus, four features from two objects created 4 same-object pairs of to-be-reported features (gap/height, height/gap, texture/ tilt, tilt/texture) and 8 different-objects pairs of to-bereported features (gap/texture, texture/gap, gap/tilt, tilt/ gap, height/texture, texture/height, height/tilt, tilt/height). Because the same-object condition had only 4 pairs, the observers performed the same-object pairs twice to equate the number of the same-object and differentobjects trials. As a result, there were 8 blocks of the same-object trials and 8 blocks of the different-objects trials. Same-object and different-objects blocks were alternated, and the starting block was counterbalanced across the observers. The observers performed 256 trials in four 64-trial blocks. The observers were allowed to take a break between these blocks. Independent of this 4-block structure, these 256 trials were blocked by two tobe-reported features; i.e., the observers reported the identical pair of to-be-reported features for 16 consecutive trials.
Results and discussion
The left graph in Fig. 2b shows accuracy (percent correct) of the feature-report task as a function of object type (same object vs different objects) and response order (first vs second). Replicating Awh et al. (2001) results, the observers reported two features from a single object more 1 We conducted a number of feature-report tasks, including replication of Awh et al. (2001) , with and without articulator suppression. Both for box-line (Duncan, 1984) and two-line stimuli (Awh et al., 2001 ), observers' feature-report performance was not affected by the use of articulatory suppression in terms of accuracy and pattern of the data. Regardless of whether articulatory suppression was performed or not, (1) the robust object-based effects were observed as long as to-bereported features were known before objects were presented, and (2) no object-based effect was observed when the observers did not know two to-be-reported features in advance. Performance accuracy remained within the same range across with and without articulatory suppression experiments. Fig. 2 a Event sequence for a feature-report trial in Experiments 1 and 2. b Feature-report accuracy as a function of object type (same object vs different objects) and response order (first response vs second response) in Experiments 1 and 2. For this and all subsequent figures, error bars represent 95% withinsubjects confidence intervals (Loftus & Masson, 1994) . Underlined percentage represents the size of the object-based effect accurately than from two different objects, and this typical object-based effect was present for both the first-response and second-response trials. These observations are supported by an analysis of variance (ANOVA) with withinsubjects factors of object type and response order. Greater accuracy for the same-object trials than for the differentobjects trials led to a significant main effect of object type, F(1, 15) = 15.4, p < .001. There was no main effect of response order, F(1, 15) = 0.9, p = .4, indicating that accuracies for the first-response and second-response trials were approximately the same. Finally, the two-way interaction of object type and response order was not significant, F(1, 15) = 0.2, p = .7, which indicates that the magnitude of the object-based effect for the first-response trials (5%) and the second-response trials (6%) did not significantly differ from one another. Planned pair-wise comparisons indicated that the observed object-based effect was significant for both the first-response trials, t(15) = 3.7, p < .002, and the second-response trials, t(15) = 3.5, p < .0003.
The results of Experiment 1 replicated Awh et al. (2001) results of the structured-trials experiment: the observers exhibited significant object-based effects for both the firstresponse and second-response trials.
One minor difference between our findings and those from Awh et al. (2001) is that we found an object-based effect for both the first-response and second-response trials; Awh et al. (2001) found the effect only for the second-response trials (as in Duncan, 1984) . This is likely to derive from the scale of attention effect mentioned earlier (Theeuwes et al., 2004) . During a different-objects run, there is greater uncertainty about the second to-be-reported feature, and this uncertainty could affect the first response on the subsequent trial. Regardless of this finding, Experiment 1 produced an overall object-based effect. Having replicated the object-based effect with structured trials, we now examine whether object-based effects will be observed when both to-be-reported features are known before the objects are presented.
Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, the stimuli and task of Experiment 1 were kept constant, but object type and response order were randomly presented. If attention selects objects without observers' advance knowledge of to-be-reported features, then the object-based effect should be observed. By contrast, if attention does not select objects in the absence of the advance knowledge, then the object-based effect should disappear.
Method
The method of Experiment 2 was the same as that of Experiment 1 except that the trials were not blocked by pairs of to-be-reported features. Thus, object type and response order were completely randomized throughout the experiment (i.e., the mixed-trials design).
Results and discussion
The right graph in Fig. 2b shows accuracy of the featurereport task as a function of object type and response order. Surprisingly, all object-based effects were abolished. Observers did not show higher accuracy in the sameobject condition than in the different-objects condition for either the first-response or second-response trials. Overall accuracy was lower than that observed in Experiment 1, and accuracy for the first-response trials was higher than for the second-response trials. These observations were supported by an ANOVA with within-subjects factors of object type and response type. Neither the main effect of object type nor the interaction of object type and response order was significant, F(1, 15) = 3.3, p = .1, F(1, 15) = 0.4, p = .6, respectively. The main effect of response type was significant, F(1, 15) = 12.2, p < .0003, with higher accuracy for the first-response trials than for the second-response trials.
Admittedly, the results of Experiment 2 were a surprise. When the to-be-reported features were post-cued, objectbased effects disappeared, which indicates that attention did not select objects. Thus, object-based selection from spatially-invariant representation may require observers' advance knowledge of to-be-reported features before the objects are presented.
Because object-based effects disappeared in the mixedtrials design, we were motivated to understand how objectbased effects of attention were produced when the objects were not perceptually available in Awh et al. (2001) . In a series of follow-up experiments that used the same procedure as Experiment 2, we first tested whether the absence of an object-based effect was due to a data-limited condition (Norman & Bobrow, 1975) in the mixed-trials design. Specifically, randomization of object type (sameobject vs different-objects) coupled with a brief exposure duration (100 ms) might have made too little information available for observers to deploy attention to objects. Although longer exposure duration (200 ms) increased observers' overall accuracy 10% higher than that of Experiment 2, the object-based effect remained absent, F(1, 15) = 0.5, p = .5.
Another possible cause for the absence of the object-based effect in Experiment 2 is that there might not have been enough time for visual items to be consolidated into VSTM when observers could not direct their attention to objects that possess to-bereported features. To examine this possibility, while keeping the mixed-trials design constant, we increased the duration for memory consolidation. Similar to a typical change-detection task (Luck & Vogel, 1997; Vogel, Woodman, & Luck, 2001) , the exposure duration of the box-line stimuli was 100 ms, followed by a delay of 900 ms without any mask before the onset of the first feature question display. This sequence creates 1,000-ms consolidation time between the onset of the box-line stimuli and the onset of the first feature-report question. Based on the estimates from Vogel, Woodman and Luck (2006) , this 1,000-ms duration should be sufficient to consolidate perceptual object representations into VSTM. However, although overall accuracy was raised to approximately 86%, the object-based effect remained absent, F(1, 15) = 1.0, p = .3
Having ruled out exposure duration and VSTM consolidation time as the source of the absent object-based effect, it is possible that object-based selection ceases to operate when tobe-reported features vary from trial to trial, regardless of whether the trials are presented in the structured or mixed design. Observers may be unable to select objects when to-bereported features and the objects to which these features belong change on every trial. To test this possibility, in the next two experiments, we pre-cued the to-be-reported features on each trial while keeping the mixed-trials design.
Experiment 3
In Experiment 3, we kept the timing and mixed-trials design used in Experiment 2 constant; however, we cued both to-bereported features at the beginning of each trial. In essence, we examined whether spatially-invariant object-based selection would fail whenever to-be-reported features vary from trial to trial. The design of Experiment 3 also allowed us to test whether the attention scale setting based on the structuredtrials runs (Theeuwes et al., 2004) contributes to the objectbased effect. By pre-cuing the to-be-reported features in the mixed-trials design, we could measure the effect of observers' expectancy on the object-based effect independently from the effect of potential attention scale setting.
Method
The method of Experiment 3 was the same as that of Experiment 2 except that the trials were not blocked by pairs of to-be-reported features but the two to-be-reported features were cued at the beginning of each trial. At the beginning of each trial, the information of the to-bereported features was displayed (e.g., "Report GAP then TEXTURE"). Observers were instructed to press any button to start a trial after reading this direction. As soon as the observers press any button, a fixation cross was presented for 1,000 ms, and the same event sequence with Experiment 2 followed. Thus, object type and response order were completely randomized throughout the experiment (i.e., the mixed-trials design).
Results and discussion
As shown in the left graph of Fig. 3b , there was a significant main effect of object type, F(1, 15) = 31.0, p < . 0001, with higher accuracy for the same-object trials than for the different-objects trials. Higher accuracy for the first-response trials than for the second-response trials also led to the main effect of response order, F(1, 15) = 34.4, p < . 0001. Finally, the interaction between object type and response order was also significant, F(1, 15) = 20.9, p < .0001, because the object-based effect was present only for the second-response trials but not for the firstresponse trials. Planned pair-wise comparisons indicated that the observed object-based effect was significant for the second-response trials, t(15) = 5.6, p < .0001, but not for the first-response trials, t(15) = 1.4, p = .2. These results suggest that object-based selection from a spatially-invariant representation can operate when features are cued in advance of stimuli presentation, even though the to-be-reported features vary from trial to trial.
Experiment 4
Although it appears that object-based attention can operate on a trial-by-trial basis when both to-be-reported features are pre-cued, it remains unclear whether advance knowledge of both to-be-reported features are necessary to reduce uncertainty regarding which objects attention should be directed to. It is possible that cuing of a single to-be-reported feature is sufficient to select an object; when one feature of the target object is selected, the other feature of that object should be also selected. To test this hypothesis of the object-based selection mechanism, in Experiment 4, the observers were presented with the precuing information of the first to-be-reported feature only (Fig. 3a) . The feature for the second response was chosen randomly from the remaining three features. If the observers are able to select a visual item with two features as a single object, then the object-based effect should remain strong when the minimal cuing information about the object is provided at the beginning of each trial.
Method
The method of Experiment 4 was the same as that of Experiment 3. While the trials were not blocked by pairs of to-be-reported features, only one to-be-reported feature was cued at the beginning of each trial (Fig. 3a) . Thus, object type and response order were completely randomized throughout the experiment (i.e., the mixed-trials design).
Results and discussion
As shown in the right graph of Fig. 3b , the results demonstrated that the observers reported two features from a single object more accurately than from two different objects. An ANOVA with within-subjects factors of object type and response order revealed that higher accuracy for the same-object trials than for the different-objects trials led to a significant main effect of object type, F(1, 15) = 23.4, p < .0002. Higher accuracy for the first-response trials than for the second-response trials also led to a significant effect of response order, F(1, 15) = 143.1, p < .0001. Finally, the two-way interaction of object type and response order was also significant, F(1, 15) = 26.0, p < . 0001, because the object-based effect was present only for the second-response trials but not for the first-response trials. Pair-wise comparisons confirmed that the object-based effect was significant for the second-response trials, t(15) = 6.3, p < .0001, but not for the first-response trials, t(15) = 0.1, p = .9. Thus, objectbased selection operates even when the minimal information of a target object was provided, as long as the observers had a chance to restrict visual processing to a single target object.
Interim discussion
The results of Experiments 1-4 demonstrate that attention does not appear to select objects unless observers have advance knowledge of the objects or features to report. Such results suggest the possibility that observers' expectancy for upcoming to-be-reported features contribute to the operation of object-based attention. In other words, at the time of the object presentation, some knowledge of the relevant features is required to observe object-based selection.
Another potential source of uncertainty may come from the stimuli themselves. Duncan's (1984) overlapping box and line stimuli contain relatively few perceptual cues to segregate themselves as separate objects. In contrast, line stimuli used in Awh et al. (2001) had clearer segregation, which allowed these two lines to be easily perceived as two independent entities. Specifically, the lines occupied two separate locations instead of overlapping, and they possessed distinctively different colors from one another. In addition, the lines (2.1°) were larger than the tall box (1.14°) and longer than the tilted line (1.53°), which may also have enhanced the overall stimulus perceptibility. Accumulation of these stimuli differences suggest that observers' top-down expectancy might be required for relatively ambiguous stimuli, such as those used in Experiments 1-4, to drive object-based selection.
2 At the same time, observers' top-down expectancy might not be required to generate object-based effects when the objects are readily distinguishable and easy-to-segregate from one another. We tested these possibilities in Experiments 5 and 6. Fig. 3 a Event sequence of a feature-report trial in Experiment 4 (with a minimal pre-cue in the mixed-trials design). b Feature-report accuracy as a function of object type and response order in Experiments 3 and 4 2 A single perceptual cue (larger size, different colors, separate locations) alone did not make the object-based effect return, ps > .05. 3 In Experiments 5 and 6, we presented different-colored objects on separate locations to closely follow the properties of the two line stimuli in Awh et al. (2001) . Alternatively, as one reviewer suggested, we could have used transparent motions with different directions in place of having two objects on separate locations (e.g., Valdes-Sosa, Cobo, & Pinilla, 1998) . If transparent motion cues are as efficient as the separate location cue to segregate the box and the line, objectbased effects should be observed.
anticipate the results, object-based effects were observed without any advance knowledge of to-be-reported features when the objects were perceptually distinct from each other. These results allow us to integrate our findings from Experiments 1-4 with Awh et al. (2001) results.
Part II: Effects of perceptual segregation
Experiment 5
To determine if observers' top-down expectancy is required to observe object-based effects with perceptually distinct objects, we added several perceptual cues to the box-line stimuli to increase the probability that the stimuli would be perceived as two objects separate from one another. While keeping the mixed-trials design constant, the box and line were twice as large as those used above to make features more perceptible; two objects had different colors from one another and located on opposite sides of the fixation (Fig. 4a) . In addition to combining these three perceptual cues (larger size, different colors, separate locations), the objects were presented for 200 ms to enhance stimuli perceptibility in general. Critically, these changes aid to segregate two objects, and they are task-irrelevant features to perform the feature-report task. If the increased segregability provides sufficient bottom-up information to facilitate object-based selection, then an object-based effect should return, as reported in Awh et al. (2001) .
Method
The method was the same as that of Experiment 2, except now the stimuli were twice as large as those used in the previous experiments. The width of each box was 1.81°of visual angle. The height was 3.05°for the tall box and 2.77°for the short box. Twelve pixels (0.48°) were removed from the side of the box to create this gap. The length of each line was 1.53°. The pattern mask was adjusted to 3.15°in width and 4.76°in height. Also, unlike previous experiments, the box and line had different colors: one appeared in blue while the other appeared in yellow. Two objects never appeared in the same color at the same time. The RGB values for the colors were as follows: blue = 51, 255, 255; yellow = 255, 255, 0. Finally, each object and mask appeared at 2.62°to the left and right of the fixation, and the exposure duration was 200 ms.
Results and discussion
As shown in Fig. 4b , there was a significant main effect of object type, F(1, 15) = 6.7, p < . 02, with higher accuracy for the same-object trials than for the differentobjects trials. Higher accuracy for the first-response trials than for the second-response trials also led to the main effect of response order, F(1, 15) = 36.4, p < . 0001. Finally, the larger object-based effect for the secondresponse trials than for the first-response trials produced a significant interaction of object type and response order, F(1, 15) = 8.3, p < .01. Planned pair-wise comparisons indicated that the observed object-based effect was significant for the second-response trials, t(15) = 3.7, p < .002, but not for the first-response trials, t(15) = 0.04, p = 1.0.
The results of Experiment 5 suggest that attention can select objects without advance knowledge. The critical factor, however, appears to be the segregation of the objects. When observers do not have any foreknowledge of to-be-reported features, it is necessary for objects to have strong perceptual cues that enable observers to perceive two objects as separate entities that are independent from one another.
One potential concern with Experiment 5 is that the separate locations of the objects, which are necessary for the two objects to easily segregate, might have allowed the observers to select objects based on their locations, not their object feature properties. It is critical to confirm that the object-based effect observed in Experiment 5 actually arose from the same format of object-based selection operated in Experiments 1-4. To test that attention indeed selected objects based on their feature properties but not on the locations that these objects occupied, in Experiment 6, we manipulated the distance between the objects (e.g., see Vecera, 1994; Vecera & Farah, 1994 , for the use of this method).
Experiment 6
The purpose of Experiment 6 was to replicate the results observed in Experiment 5 even when the distance between two objects differed (Fig. 5) . For half of the trials, a box and a line were presented in the exactly same manner as in Experiment 5 (far trials). For the other half of the trials, a box and a line were presented closer to the fixation (near trials). If the object-based effect observed in Experiment 5 was produced because two locations occupied by separate box and line were selected, then one would expect to see a decrease in the size of the object-based effect in the near condition, compared to the far condition. However, if the object-based effect observed in Experiment 5 arose from selecting an object's features from a spatially-invariant representation, then one would predict no difference in the size of the object-based effect between the near and far conditions (a spatiallyinvariant selection account); that is, when an object's features are selected, the spatial information of this object is irrelevant.
Method
The method of Experiment 6 was identical to that of Experiment 5, with the following exceptions. (1) Thirty-two new participants served as observers. 4 (2) For the half of the trials, a box and a line were presented closer to the fixation (near trials). In the near condition, each object and mask appeared at 1.24°to the left and right of the fixation. The other half of the trials was the replication of Experiment 5 (far trials) (Fig. 5a ). (3) While keeping the mixed-trials design constant, distance type (near vs far) was randomly presented.
Results and discussion Figure 5b shows accuracy of the feature-report task as a function of object type and response order. The left graph depicts accuracy in the near condition whereas the right graph illustrates accuracy in the far condition. Significant object-based effects were observed in both the near and far conditions. Furthermore, as the spatially-invariant representation account predicted, the size of the object-based effect did not differ between the near and far conditions. These observations were supported by a three-way ANOVA with within-subjects factors of object type, response order, and distance type (near vs far). Higher accuracy for the sameobject trials than for the different-objects trials led to a significant main effect of object type, F(1, 31) = 10.6, p < .003. Higher accuracy for the first-response trials than for the second-response trials also led to a significant main effect of response order, F(1, 31) = 100.1, p < .0001. However, accuracy for the near trials did not significantly differ from that for the far trials, F(1, 31) = 1.0, p = .3. Replicating the results of Experiment 5, a significant object-based effect was observed for the second-response trials but not for the first-response trials. This pattern of the data produced a significant two-way interaction of object type and response order, F(1, 31) = 26.1, p < .0001. Finally, the size of the object-based effect observed in the near condition did not differ from that in the far condition, which led to a failure to produce a significant three-way interaction of object type, response order, and distance type, F(1, 31) = 0.14, p = .7. Pair-wise comparisons confirmed that the object-based effect observed for the second-response trials was significant in both the near condition (4%), t(31) = 4.5, p < .0001, and the far condition (4%), t(31) = 4.3, p < .0001.
One possible concern is whether visual acuity difference in the two distance conditions (due to different retinal eccentricities) would contribute to lower accuracy for the different-objects trials in the far condition, which would also lead to the larger object-based effect in the far condition than in the near condition. As reported earlier, while no main effect of distance type was found, the magnitude of the object-based effect observed for the near and far trials is almost identical, suggesting that eccentricity has little effect across the two distance types.
The results of Experiment 6 indicate that the presence of the near trials did not affect the format of object-based selection for the far trials. To provide statistical support for this observation, we conducted a three-way ANOVA with a between-subjects factor of experiment type (Experiments 5 and 6) and within-subjects factors of object type and response order on Experiment 5 trials and far trials of Experiment 6. Although the two-way interaction of object type and response order was significant, F(1, 46) = 23.8, p < .0001, as observed in the previous experiments (except for Experiment 2), the three-way interaction of object type, response type, and experiment type was not significant, F(1, 46) = .3, p = .6. Lack of the three-way interaction was driven by an equivalent size of the object-based effect for the second-response trials observed in both Experiments 5 and 6. Thus, we can safely conclude that the spatiallyinvariant format of object-based attention for the far trials was not affected by the presence of the near trials in Experiment 6.
General discussion
In the six experiments, we investigated how attention selects objects stored in a late, spatially-invariant representation. Experiments 1-4 (Part I) demonstrated that, when superimposed box and line can be seen as an ambiguous single object, advance knowledge of to-be-reported features is necessary for object-based selection. Foreknowledge of to-be-reported features enables observers to preferentially direct attention to the target objects that the to-be-reported features belong to at the time of stimulus presentation. In Experiments 5 and 6 (Part II), we searched for a critical factor that allowed attention to select objects from a spatially-invariant representation in the absence of observers' foreknowledge of to-be-reported features. We demonstrated that strong perceptual cues to establish each object as an independent entity (i.e., enhanced perceptibility of visual items) enables object-based selection to return without pre-cuing the to-be-reported features. Therefore, attention can select objects purely from a spatially-invariant representation without any top-down assistance, provided that objects are easily segregated from one another.
The current results also argue for a wide range of control that spatially-invariant object-based attention can exert. That is, a spatially-invariant form of object-based attention can extend its operation to the conditions of maximal uncertainty. Attention selects objects from a spatiallyinvariant representation without being preferentially directed to objects that to-be-reported features are part of (Experiments 5 and 6) or without setting a particular attention scale around a single object across successive trials (Experiments 3). Moreover, in order for objects to be selected, it is not necessary for both of the to-be-reported features to be cued before the target objects are presented. The results of Experiment 4 suggest that, when one feature of the target object is selected, the other feature of that object is also selected. Given the only difference between Experiments 3 and 4 is whether the second to-be-reported feature was pre-cued or not, higher accuracy of the secondresponse trials in Experiment 3 than that of Experiment 4 must have been caused by the number of pre-cued features. Specifically, even though pre-cuing a single feature is sufficient to facilitate object-based selection, pre-cuing the two features leads to higher accuracy than cuing a single tobe-reported feature. We would also like to note that, despite a recent report that spatially-invariant object-based selection operates within observers' VSTM representations (Matsukura & Vecera, 2009) , the goal-driven and stimulus-driven controls of visual attention examined in the current experiments are different from the feature-binding role of visual attention that is extensively studied in the context of maintenance of VSTM (e.g., Johnson, Hollingworth & Luck, 2008 ; but see Wheeler & Treisman, 2002) . On the one hand, the bidirectional attention mechanisms examined in the current experiments were a goal-driven function of preferentially directing or restricting observers' visual processing to taskrelevant feature that are part of an object, and a stimulusdriven function of selecting objects purely from a spatiallyinvariant representation, without any advance knowledge of to-be-reported features. On the other hand, visual attention extensively studied in the context of VSTM maintenance refers to a function of binding features into cohesive object representations in memory. Accordingly, based on the current results, we cannot draw any conclusions about whether visual items are stored as a unit of objects or features in VSTM.
In summary, object-based attention from a late spatiallyinvariant representation operates in both goal-driven and stimulus-driven manners. For attention to select objects in the absence of advance knowledge of to-be-reported features, strong perceptual cues to segregate two objects are necessary. Clear separation of two objects is the key for attention to select one object over the other without foreknowledge of to-be-reported features.
